Case Report

Giant Synovial Chondromatosis of the Shoulder: The Limits of Arthroscopic Treatment and Technical Tips
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Abstract: Synovial chondromatosis (SC) is a rare disease. It is a chondrocytic metaplasia and is characterized by the presence of cartilaginous loose bodies in the involved joint, bursa or tendon sheath, it occurs most often in those aged 30–50 years and 3 times more in males than females. The shoulder is an exceptional location. It causes significant functional disability in young people. The clinical presentation is not specific, and the diagnosis is based on MRI. Confirmation is still anatomopathological. Classically, the mainstay treatment for SC of the shoulder has been open arthroscopy and removal of loose bodies, followed by either complete or partial synovectomy, removing the affected tissue, with recent advances in arthroscopic techniques and methods, arthroscopy becomes the gold standard. We present this case report of a 26-year-old man, who was left-hand dominant, a maintenance technician, amateur football player presented a left shoulder inflammatory pain; plain radiography demonstrated multiple calcific densities over the glenohumeral joint, the MRI showed multiple calcified intra-articular loose bodies around the anterior and posterior joint and axillary recess; At arthroscopy, a large number of loose bodies were observed together with marked synovitis; only allowed the removal of small foreign bodies < 1 cm, partial synovectomy was performed with a shaver; anatomopathological examination confirmed the diagnosis of SC, the extraction of giant fragments >2 cm was impossible so it was subsequently removed by open surgery. This was carried out one month later using a deltopectoral approach: all foreign bodies > 1 cm were successfully extracted. We report this case report in order to review the role of shoulder arthroscopy and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) in diagnosis and treatment and to highlight the operative difficulties, technical tips of arthroscopic extraction of giant Synovial chondromatosis of the shoulder.
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INTRODUCTION

Synovial chondromatosis (SC) is a rare disease. It is a chondrocytic metaplasia and is characterized by the presence of cartilaginous loose bodies in the involved joint, bursa or tendon sheath. It occurs most often in those aged 30–50 years and 3 times more in males than females. The shoulder is an exceptional location. It causes significant functional disability in young people. The clinical presentation is not specific, and the diagnosis is based on MRI. Confirmation is still anatomopathological. Classically, the mainstay treatment for SC of the shoulder has been open arthroscopy and removal of loose bodies, followed by either complete or partial synovectomy, removing the affected tissue, with recent advances in arthroscopic techniques and methods, arthroscopy becomes the gold standard.

We present this case report in order to review the role of shoulder arthroscopy and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) in diagnosis and treatment and to highlight the operative difficulties of arthroscopic extraction of giant Synovial chondromatosis of the shoulder.

CASE REPORT

A 26-year-old man, who was left-hand dominant, a maintenance technician, amateur football player presented a left shoulder inflammatory pain, which had been begin for 1 year and for which no
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treatment had been received, there was no history of trauma and no medical problems; clinical examination showed limited abduction and external rotation; plain radiography demonstrated multiple calcific densities over the glenohumeral joint, the MRI showed multiple calcified intra-articular loose bodies around the anterior and posterior joint and axillary recess; At arthroscopy, a large number of loose bodies were observed together with marked synovitis, it only allowed the removal of small foreign bodies <1 cm, partial synovectomy was performed with a shaver; anatomopathological examination confirmed the diagnosis of sc. The extraction of giant fragments >2 cm was impossible so it was subsequently removed by open surgery. This was carried out one month later using a deltopectoral approach; all foreign bodies >1 cm were successfully extracted.

The patient had postoperative rehabilitation, he presented with no pain and normal shoulder function at the 3-month follow-up, One year after the operation, the patient was free from pain and plain radiography showed no sign of recurrence.

Figure 1: Plain radiography of the shoulder demonstrating multiple calcified intra-articular loose bodies

Figure 2: Axial MRI demonstrating location and morphology of calcified loose bodies within glenohumeral joint
Figure 3: MRI coronal oblique. Loose bodies in the bicipital groove and axillary recess,

Figure 4: large free fragment within the joint: arthroscopic view
DISCUSSION

Synovial chondromatosis in the shoulder have been rarely reported in literature. In three reported case series of synovial osteochondromatosis involving almost 100 patients, the shoulder was affected in only five patients [1]. The exact incidence is unclear [2]. The etiology of SC is still unknown, but recent laboratory research suggests the possible role of bone morphogenetic protein (BMP) in inducing it [3]. Synovial osteochondromatosis can be considered either primary (idiopathic) or secondary, occurring as a sequela of intra-articular pathology, like an intra-articular trauma, rheumatoid arthritis and tubercular arthritis...[2]. The presence of true cartilaginous metaplasia is an important diagnostic feature of SC [3].

Symptoms are often non-specific, the clinical signs of pain, swelling and reduced range of movement overlap with many other disorders like our case [2], plain radiography showed Multiple intra-articular calcifications of a similar size and shape distributed throughout the joint: CT and MR imaging depict the extent of the synovial disease (particularly surrounding soft-tissue involvement) and lobular growth. Secondary synovial chondromatosis can be distinguished from primary disease both radiologically (underlying articular disease and fewer chondral bodies of variable size and shape) and pathologically (concentric rings of growth) [1], and MRI shows the precise localization of the chondromas, thus helping to decide whether radical extraction is possible by arthroscopy [3].

Surgical excision of the loose bodies, and synovecctomy is the usual treatment [4]. Both open and closed arthroscopic methods can be used in the treatment of synovial chondromatosis [5], the advantages of arthroscopic treatment include good visualisation, low morbidity, rapid healing and early rehabilitation [6], the disadvantage is that synovecctomy is more limited but there is no conclusive evidence that an open procedure confers any advantage with regard to recurrence [3], the arthroscopic difficulties in our case were access to bicipital groove , axillary recess and the extraction of loose bodies >2.5 cm with ordinary cannula, so open surgery was used. Buess and Friedrich report that the removal of chondromas of the axillary recess and the biceps tendon sheath would be difficult to achieve by arthroscopy alone; arthroscopy coupled with a mini- approach is possible [7]. management of giant SC requires surgical planning based on analysis of MRI and CT to determine the location and calculate the diameters of loose bodies; Measuring the diameters of all the lesions on CT in preoperative planning would ensure planning the use of a cannula of sufficient diameter and would avoid the technical difficulties experienced during surgery in the current case [8]. in the opinion of Jeon et al., arthroscopic removal of loose bodies from the bicipital groove and axillary recess can be performed using straight clamps [9], Bruggemann et al., reported that the placement of a wide cannula and high pressure and flow from the anterior portal could be useful for arthroscopic removal of the free fragments from the glenohumeral joint [9].

CONCLUSION

Giant Synovial chondromatosis of the shoulder is a rare condition and Arthroscopic difficulties can be expected. Conversion to open surgery is not a failure, the most important thing is to remove the loose bodies with a wide synovecctomy. The Extraction of giant SC would require special large cannula.
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